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TODAY’S AGENDA
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Meeting Reminders
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• All phone lines are muted upon entry to eliminate 
background noise/distractions

• We will be monitoring our WebEx Q & A  throughout 
the webinar for questions or comments

• All slides will be shared within a week of completion 
of the meeting



Welcome to Our 
December Meeting!

Danielle Andrews, Community Outreach Coordinator



Mission Statement
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Network Check-in
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Which Network are you from?

a) Network 1 (New England)
b) Network 2 (New York)
c) Network 6 (NC, SC, GA)
d) Network 9 (IN, KY, OH)



Network Check-in
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What upcoming holiday are you most 
excited about?

a) National Pie Day
b) Christmas
c) Hanukkah
d) New Year’s Eve
e) Kwanzaa
f) Boxing Day



Getting Involved in
Quality Improvement

Agata Roszkowski, Patient Services Director



Quality Improvement and PFR role

The Network conducts Quality Improvement Activities in the following 
quality measures:

○ Behavioral Health Improvements
○ Peer Mentorship Promotion 
○ Patient and Family Engagement
○ Transplant Coordination
○ Home Therapies Promotion
○ Vaccination Promotion - Tonight’s Featured Topic
○ Hospitalization Reduction 
○ Care Transitions Coordination - Tonight’s Featured Topic



QIA Project Feature: 
Vaccination Importance

Anna Bennett, Quality Improvement Coordinator



Time for a Live Poll!
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Have you had your flu shot?

a) Yes
b) No
c) I’m planning on getting it



Vaccination QIA Goals
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Vaccination in the ESRD Community 
Saves Lives
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COVID-19 
● >375,940 chronic dialysis patients*

○ 4.2% Cumulative identified as  COVID-19+ 
■ 50.50%  Hospitalized with primary or secondary COVID-19  diagnosis

Influenza 
● >1000 deaths per year**
● "While ILI may not be the direct cause of death in ESRD patients, it 

may contribute to other causes of death; for example, patients with ILI 
may experience a state of acute inflammation, making them 
vulnerable to other infections or cardiovascular events."

* Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) as the  payer source between January 1, 2020 and June 30, 2020 
**"Excess Deaths Attributable to Influenza-Like Illness in the End-Stage Renal Disease Population," , Journal of 
the American Society of Nephrology (2019). DOI: 10.1681/ASN.2018060581



Vaccination in the ESRD Community 
Saves Lives
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Pneumococcal disease causes several 
different illnesses**

● Pneumonia 
○ Pneumococcal pneumonia causes 

death in 5 to 7 percent of people 
who get it.

● Sepsis
● Myocarditis
● Meningitis

You can get pneumococcal disease from a 
person who appears healthy**

*CDC Guidelines for vaccinating Patients with Chronic Kidney Disease: 
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/downloads/dialysis-guide-2012.pdf
** NKF CKD and Pneumococcal Disease: Do You Know the Facts?
https://www.kidney.org/atoz/chronic-kidney-disease-and-pneumococcal-disease-do-you-know-facts

“Adults with specified 
immunocompromising 

conditions who are eligible for 
pneumococcal vaccine should 

be vaccinated with PCV13 
during their next pneumococcal 

vaccination opportunity.” *

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/downloads/dialysis-guide-2012.pdf
https://www.kidney.org/atoz/chronic-kidney-disease-and-pneumococcal-disease-do-you-know-facts


Patient Facility Representative
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Are there practices promoting 
vaccination that YOU can share from:
○ Churches
○ Local Community Activities
○ Clubs Employers
○ Patient Support Groups



Available Educational Resources
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https://esrd.ipro.org/patients-family/patient-education/vaccinations/

https://esrd.ipro.org/patients-family/patient-education/vaccinations/


Questions or Comments?
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QIA Project Feature: 
Patient Safety/Care Transitions 

Elena Kusmenko-Balovlenkov, Quality Improvement Director



2021 QIA Goal Focus Areas
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1. Improve Behavioral Health Outcomes
2. Improve Patient Safety and Reduce Harm

• Improve Health Outcomes and Access to Care in Vulnerable 
Populations

• Decrease home dialysis infections in nursing homes (catheter and 
peritonitis)

3. Improve Care in High Cost/Complex Chronic Conditions
3. Reduce Hospital Admissions, Readmissions and OP Emergency 

Visits
4. Improve Nursing Home Care in Low-Performing Providers

• Decrease the rate of blood transfusion in ESRD Patients dialyzing 
in a SNF

6. Improve Patient/Family Engagement at Facility-level 



Preventing Access Infections
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No matter what, clean hands count. Studies show some healthcare 
providers practice hand hygiene less than half of the times they should. 

• Dialysis care providers need to clean their hands frequently. 
• Don’t be afraid to ask staff to wash their hands or change their 

gloves.

Graft or Fistula: wash your hands and your access
• Wearing gloves is not a substitute for hand hygiene. 
• Dirty gloves can soil your hands. Always clean your hands after 

removing gloves
• It’s also important to change gloves and perform hand hygiene after 

removing a dressing or bandage
•  When gloves are have contaminated fluids on them (e.g., spent 

dialysate)



Preventing Peritonitis
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How to prevent peritonitis
• Wearing gloves is not a substitute for hand hygiene. 
• Thoroughly wash your hands, including the areas between your 

fingers and under your fingernails, before touching the catheter. 
• Always clean your hands after removing gloves
• It’s also important to change gloves and perform hand hygiene 

after removing a dressing or bandage and when gloves are 
have contaminated fluids on them (e.g., spent dialysate)

• Wear a mouth/nose mask during exchanges, and perform the 
proper sterile exchange technique.

• Apply an antibiotic cream to the catheter exit site every day ( if 
allowed)



Happy Birthday Dear...Handwashing: 
20 Seconds to Success
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What are the 7 Steps of Hand Washing?
❏ Step 1: Wet Hands. Wet your hands and apply enough 

liquid soap to create a good lather. ...
❏ Step 2: Rub Palms Together. ...
❏ Step 3: Rub the Back of Hands. ...
❏ Step 4: Interlink Your Fingers. ...
❏ Step 5: Cup Your Fingers. ...
❏ Step 6: Clean the Thumbs. ...
❏ Step 7: Rub Palms with Your Fingers.



Time for a Live Poll!
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If you’re on peritoneal dialysis long 
enough, you’re bound to get a serious 

infection sooner or later.

a) True
b) False



Why is understanding anemia important?
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• “Anemia" is very common in people on dialysis.
• Anemia happens when you do not have enough red blood 

cells. 
• Kidneys don't make enough of erythropoietin (EPO), which 

your body needs to make red blood cells. 
• Your body also needs iron to make red blood cells. If there 

is not enough EPO or iron, you make fewer red blood cells, 
and anemia develops

• In kidney disease, anemia is very common in people on 
dialysis.

• You don’t want a transfusion unless it's absolutely 
necessary!



Symptoms to report to the nurse:
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Although not everyone has the same symptoms, anemia 
can cause you to:

• Have little energy for your daily activities
• Look pale
• Feel tired or weak
• Are more irritable
• Have cold hands and feet
• Have brittle nails
• Feel dizzy or have headaches
• Feel short of breath, Have a rapid heartbeat
• Have trouble thinking clearly 
• Feel depressed or "down in the dumps"



Time for a Live Poll!
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Why is it important to let the nurse know if you 
have any of the symptoms?

a) My labs are only drawn once a month
b) They may have to adjust my EPO or give me iron
c) I don’t want to feel bad till my next blood draw
d) I don’t want my blood count to get so low I need a 

blood transfusion
e) All of the above



Available Educational Resources
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https://esrd.ipro.org/patients-family/patient-education/infection-prevention/

https://esrd.ipro.org/patients-family/patient-education/infection-prevention/


Questions or Comments?
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Finding Joy and 
Staying Balanced 

During the Holidays

Danielle Andrews, Community Outreach Coordinator



We want to hear from you!
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What brings out your holiday spirit?

a) Spending Time with Family
b) Holiday Food
c) Holiday Movies
d) Games with Family/Friends
e) Gift Giving/Volunteering
f) Days off from work or treatment

g) Other...share with your peers!



Finding the Holiday Spirit
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The COVID-19 pandemic has created distance and spaces of 
isolation for different people because of safety regulations. 

How can we find the holiday spirit during the pandemic:
● Keep your expectation modest: understand the holidays will look 

different and don’t make comparisons to previous years, and 
previous feelings. Stay in the moment and enjoy the moments 
has they come.

● Do Something Different: Different circumstances can call for 
new traditions. Make a new dish, watch different christmas 
movies, or even a christmas lightings



Finding the Holiday Spirit

● Focus on things in your control: You can’t control external 
situations, evolving world issues, but you can focus on:
○ Your enjoyment
○ Your Behaviors
○ Your family and friends
○ Things and activities that make you happy

● Find Positive Ways to stay in contact with others:
○ Create Zoom-Time Dinner: This can promote a feeling a 

togetherness with family members that are separated by 
distance or illness

○ Long Distance Gift Exchange
○ Virtual Christmas/Holiday Karaoke 
○ Host a virtual party

p. 33



Self-Care and the Holidays
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The World Health Organization (WHO) defines self-care as the 
ability of individuals, families and communities to promote health, 
prevent disease, maintain health and to cope with illness and 
disability with or without the support of a healthcare provider

● Self-care incorporates aspects of:
○ Self-reliance
○ Self-empowerment and autonomy
○ Self Efficacy



Self-Care Tips during the Holidays

● Schedule times to engage self-care activities, ensure that these 
activities are conducted around the same time daily

● Become self-aware: tune into your current feelings regardless if 
they are negative or positive. Acknowledge and process them

● Monitor your stress: take notes of situations that are occurring 
that are increasing your stress levels. Limit engagement in 
these activities or in some cases people. Focus on what you 
can control

p. 35



Self-Care Tips during the Holidays

● Practice gratitude: Our environment is ever changing, and 
the pandemic has put limitations on our ability to engage with 
our family. Practice in gratitude for the people that you have 
and your current environment can help place a positive spin 
to our “Holiday Season”

● Take care of your physical health: Maintain your renal diet, 
adhere to your dialysis treatment and your medical regiment. 

● Practice Mindfulness and meditation:
○ Mindfulness is a moment-by-moment awareness of 

thoughts, feelings and sensations. The idea is to allow 
thoughts, feelings and sensations to come and go, without 
judgement or the need to do anything with them. 
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How to practice Mindfulness During the 
Holidays

● Find a quiet place:Take a few minutes get comfortable close 
your eyes and focus solely on your breathing (5 mins). Listen 
to the sound of your breath and notice how your body feels 
during this time.

● Take time to acknowledge what you are thankful for each day
● Take a walk and focus on your senses (sight, taste, hearing, 

touch, and smell)
● Include the family-make a game out of mindfulness
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Emanuele, J. (2021, September 27). Enjoy the holidays more with mindfulness. Enjoy the Holidays With 
Mindfulness. Retrieved November 30, 2021, from 
https://childmind.org/article/enjoy-the-holidays-more-with-mindfulness/. 



Questions or Comments?
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Kidney Friendly 
Holiday Recipes

Danielle Andrews, Community Outreach Coordinator



Kidney Friendly Recipe

Leached Mashed Potatoes with Roasted 
Garlic (Low Potassium)
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Ingredients
● 2 large potatoes peeled and diced
● 1 head garlic
● 1 Tbsp olive oil
● 1 Tbsp butter
● 1/4 cup milk
● black pepper to taste
● chives for garnish
● parsley for garnish

Instructions
1. Preheat oven to 400° F.
2. Place potatoes in pot and fill with cool water and bring to a 

boil.
Link to Full Recipe 

https://rbitzer.com/leached-mashed-potatoes-with-roasted-garlic/


Kidney Friendly Recipe
Caramel-Filled Butterscotch Cookies

Ingredients
● ½ cup (1 stick) unsalted margarine
● 1 cup light brown sugar
● 3 tablespoons granulated sugar
● 3 Tbsp of Egg alternative (or one 

large egg)
● 2 teaspoons vanilla extract
● 1-3/4 cups all purpose flour
● ½  teaspoon baking powder
● ½  teaspoon baking soda
● 1-1/2 cups butterscotch morsels
● ½ bag of caramel cubes

Link to Full Recipe 
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https://www.rsnhope.org/renal-recipes/desserts-renal-recipes/gooey-carmel-filled-butterscotch-cookies-renal-recipes/


Kidney Friendly Recipe 
Cranberry Christmas Cake
Ingredients
● 3 eggs
● 2 cups sugar
● 3/4 cup butter, softened
● 1 teaspoon vanilla
● 2 cups all-purpose flour * see note 

below for gluten-free alternative
● 12 oz fresh cranberries

* Gluten-Free Substitution: 1 1/4 cup brown 
rice flour + 1/2 cup potato starch + 1/4 cup 
tapioca starch + 1 teaspoon xanthan gum 
may be substituted for the amount of 
all-purpose flour listed in the ingredients 
above.

Link to Full Recipe 
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https://barefeetinthekitchen.com/cranberry-christmas-cake/comment-page-3/


Kidney Friendly Hanukkah Recipe 
Zucchini Latkes 
Ingredients

● 2 medium zucchini
● 1/2 cup green onion
● 2 large eggs
● 2 tablespoons all-purpose white flour
● 2 tablespoons olive oil

Preparation
1. Grate zucchini and chop green onion.
2. In a medium bowl, beat eggs and add flour, mixing 

well.
3. Add the zucchini and green onion and stir into the 

flour/egg mixture until well mixed.
4. Add olive oil to a frying pan and heat. Drop a 

spoonful of the mixture into the oil, making 16 equal 
portions.

5. Using a spatula, flatten the latkes and fry until brown 
on both sides.

6. Drain on a paper towel to soak up extra oil.
7. Serve hot and enjoy!
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Link to Full Recipe 

https://www.kidneycommunitykitchen.ca/dietitians-blog/eating-a-kidney-friendly-diet-for-hanukkah/


Kidney Friendly Kwanzaa Recipe 
Louisiana Shrimp and Crab Gumbo

Ingredients
● 1 medium green bell pepper
● 1 medium onion
● 1 garlic clove
● 1 stalk celery with leaves
● 4 green onion tops
● 1/4 cup fresh parsley
● 1/4 cup canola oil
● 6 tablespoons all-purpose flour
● 3 cups water
● 4 cups low-sodium chicken broth
● 8 ounces shrimp, uncooked
● 6 ounces crab meat
● 1/4 teaspoon black pepper
● 1 teaspoon Tabasco® hot sauce
● 3 cups cooked rice 

Link to Full Recipe 
p. 44

https://www.davita.com/diet-nutrition/recipes/soups-stews/louisiana-shrimp-and-crab-gumbo


Questions or Comments?



Staying Safe from COVID 
During the Holidays

Danielle Andrews, Community Outreach Coordinator



CDC’s Tips for A Safer Holiday

● Protect those not yet eligible for vaccination such as young children by 
getting yourself and other eligible people around them vaccinated.

● Wear well-fitting masks over your nose and mouth if you are in public 
indoor settings if you are not fully vaccinated.
○ Even those who are fully vaccinated should wear a mask in public 

indoor settings in communities with substantial to high transmission.
■ Outdoors is safer than indoors.

● Avoid crowded, poorly ventilated spaces.
● If you are sick or have symptoms, don’t host or attend a gathering.
● Get tested if you have symptoms of COVID-19 or have had close contact 

with someone who has COVID-19.

Click link for full informational
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/testing/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/holidays/celebrations.html


CDC’s Tips for A Safer Holiday

● CDC recommends delaying travel until you are able to get fully vaccinated. 
If you are traveling with children who cannot get vaccinated at this time, 
follow recommendations for people who are not fully vaccinated and choose 
the safer travel options described below. 

● If you are vaccinated and traveling:
○ Wear a mask over your nose and mouth while on planes, buses, trains 

and other forms of public transportation 
● Self-monitor for COVID-19 symptoms; isolate and get tested if you develop 

symptoms.
● Follow all state and local recommendations or requirements.

Click the link for full article
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/travel-planner/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/travel-risk.html


Questions or Comments?



Next Steps
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Danielle Andrews, Community Outreach Coordinator



Patient Virtual Support Group 

Join the Network in our virtual monthly patient support group!
● We want to understand your thoughts and experiences as an ESRD 

patient or Caregiver
● Let us know what could have been done better, and what is working 

for you

Every 4th Thursday of the month at 5:00pm ET 
● Meeting on December 16, 2021 due to Christmas holiday

● Meeting Link: 
https://ipro.webex.com/ipro/j.php?MTID=m6de0a2dc113987463
44a8dc525b9e7eb 
○ Call-In: 1-855-797-9485 
○ Access Code: 616 535 334
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https://ipro.webex.com/ipro/j.php?MTID=m6de0a2dc11398746344a8dc525b9e7eb
https://ipro.webex.com/ipro/j.php?MTID=m6de0a2dc11398746344a8dc525b9e7eb


Mark Calendar: Next PFR Meeting 

Thursday, January 6, 2021 
at 5:30pm ET

Upcoming Topics:
● Home Dialysis
● Grievance Process

Things to Think About: 
● Are you interested in becoming a 

peer mentor?
● Have you spoken with your 

social worker about becoming a 
peer mentor?

● Have you visited the NCC 
Kidney Hub-Peer Mentoring 
Page
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https://www.kidneylearninghub.com/peer-mentor-role/
https://www.kidneylearninghub.com/peer-mentor-role/
https://www.kidneylearninghub.com/peer-mentor-role/


December

• National Human Rights Month

• National Handwashing Awareness Week (Dec 1-7th)

• National Influenza Vaccination Week (Dec 6 -12th)

p. 53

Community Awareness Campaigns
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Next Steps

● Follow us on social media
● Join the PFR Alliance Facebook Group 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/IPROESRDPAC 
● Create your IPRO Learn Account https://learn.ipro.org/ 
● Save the Date of our Next Meeting

○ January 6, 2021 at 5:30PM 
● If you’re interested in being a peer mentor reach out to 

the Network for an application referral 
https://www.kidneylearninghub.com/ 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/IPROESRDPAC
https://learn.ipro.org/
https://esrdncc.org/globalassets/peer-mentoring-operational-toolkit/14pmlmsfaq508.pdf
https://www.kidneylearninghub.com/


Follow Us on Social Media

● IPRO ESRD Network Program’s Facebook Page
● IPRO ESRD Patient Facility Representative 

(PFR) Alliance Group

● IPRO ESRD Network Program’s Twitter Page

● IPRO ESRD Network Program’s Linkedin Page

● IPRO ESRD Network Program’s Instagram 
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https://www.facebook.com/IPROESRDNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ipropfralliance/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ipropfralliance/
https://twitter.com/IPROESRDNetwork
https://www.linkedin.com/in/iproesrdnetwork/
https://www.instagram.com/ipro_esrd_network/
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Next Steps



Thank You!

Agata Roszkowski, LMSW
Patient Services Director 
End Stage Renal Disease Network Program 
Tel (203) 285-1213 | E-mail: agata.roszkowski@ipro.us
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Danielle Andrews, MPH, MSW, GCPH
Community Outreach Coordinator
End Stage Renal Disease Network Program 
Tel: (516) 209-5549 | E-mail: danielle.andrews@ipro.us

Jeanine Pilgrim, MPH, PMP, CPHQ, CHES, CPXP
Program Director, Patient Services
End Stage Renal Disease Network Program 
Tel: (516) 209-5672 | E-mail: jeanine.pilgrim@ipro.us


